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IMPLANTABLE VEIN FRAME

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS

This application relates to and claims the benefit of U.S. Provisional

Application No. 62/422,519 filed November 15, 2016 and entitled "IMPLANTABLE

VEIN FRAME," the entire disclosure of which is hereby wholly incorporated by

reference.

STATEMENT RE: FEDERALLY SPONSORED RESEARCH/DEVELOPMENT

Not Applicable

BACKGROUND

1. Technical Field

The present disclosure relates generally to the field of circulatory system

implants. More particularly, the present disclosure relates to support structures for

supporting and retaining venous grafts within veins for facilitating vein integrity and

venous flow therethrough.

2. Related Art

A number of clinical conditions may necessitate the placement of prosthetic

implants for the purpose of improving venous integrity or venous circulation. For

example, conditions such as chronic venous insufficient (CVI) or venous reflux may

result in significant pain, itching, and swelling, which may consequently give rise to

reduced patient mobility and skin ulcerations. Such conditions may result from a

number of underlying etiologies, including congenital weakness or absence of valves

or vein walls, venous hypertension, and deep vein thrombosis.

Traditionally, these clinical conditions have been treated non-invasively, such

as with anti-inflammatory or diuretic medications, with compression garments, or

with other noninvasive treatments. Recently, invasive treatments such as the

placement of implants such as venous valves are under development as a method of

reversing these debilitating conditions. Generally, these invasive treatments are



performed via catheterized placement of a non-rigid structure containing an implant,

typically a valve, and subsequent anchoring and/or expansion of the non-rigid

structure to secure the structure in place within the vein.

These non-rigid structures, however, suffer from a number of deficiencies.

For example, there may be a risk of failure of the non-rigid structure supporting the

implant to expand and/or anchor properly within the vein, which may lead to

unintended migration of the implant. The expansion mechanisms themselves may

also represent points of structural weakness that would eventually fail, as those

mechanisms may necessarily be less sturdy than the other portions of the implant or

support structure for the implant. Further, the expansion mechanisms of such non-

rigid support structures may be more susceptible to failure via neointimal proliferation

and overgrowth, as they may be required to be formed of more flexible material more

prone to applying radial force to the vein, thus increasing the response of neointimal

growth

Therefore, novel venous implant scaffolding structures that remedy these

defects are desirable.

BRIEF SUMMARY

To solve these and other problems, an implantable rigid, non-expandable vein

frame is contemplated which is designed to be secured within an elongate section of a

vein so as to provide structural support to the vein and for other implants which may

be placed within the vein.

According to one embodiment, an implantable rigid, non-expandable vein

frame may comprise a first ring member, a second ring member, and at least one

interconnecting member disposed between and rigidly interconnecting the first ring

member and second ring member in a spaced relation, wherein at least one of the at

least one interconnecting members defines a protruding region, at least a portion of

the protruding region extending outside of a manifold region defined as a

frustoconical volume between and delimited by the first ring member and the second

ring member.

According to an exemplary embodiment, at least one interconnecting member

may rigidly interconnect the first ring member and second ring member in axial



alignment perpendicular to a central axis defined between the respective centers of the

first ring member and the second ring member. The first ring member and the second

ring member may be substantially circular, have substantially the same internal

diameter, and have substantially the same external diameter. The implantable vein

frame may also comprise at least three interconnecting members disposed between

and rigidly interconnecting the first ring member and second ring member.

In the exemplary embodiment having three interconnecting members, the first

interconnecting member may define the protruding region, and the second and third

interconnecting members may be substantially linear, disposed in substantially

parallel alignment to the central axis, have no portion that protrudes more radially

distant from the central axis than the external diameter of the first ring member and

the second ring member, and have no portion that intrudes more radially close to the

central axis than the internal diameter of the first ring member and the second ring

member. The second interconnecting member and the third interconnecting member

may be substantially equidistant from the central axis and disposed at a substantially

180° relation about the central axis. The first interconnecting member may be

disposed at a substantially 90° relation about the central axis to each of the second

interconnecting member and the third interconnecting member.

The exemplary embodiment of an implantable vein frame may also comprise

one or more strut members, each of the one or more strut members interconnecting

two of the at least three interconnecting members. It may be preferable for the one or

more strut members to be arcuately shaped, such that no portion of the one or more

strut members protrudes more radially distant from the central axis than the external

diameter of the first ring member and the second ring member, and no portion of the

one or more struts intrudes more radially close to the central axis than the internal

diameter of the first ring member and the second ring member. Each of the one or

more strut members may interconnect with one of the at least three interconnecting

members at a first interconnection region and interconnect with another of the at least

three interconnecting members at a second interconnection region. The first and

second interconnection regions may also being disposed non-equidistantly from the

first ring member. As may be seen in the exemplary embodiment, the first strut

member and the second strut member may both interconnect with the first

interconnecting member at a first interconnecting member strut region, the first strut



member may interconnects with the second interconnecting member at a second

interconnecting member strut region, and the second strut member may interconnect

with the third interconnecting member at a third interconnecting member strut region.

The second interconnecting member strut region and the third interconnecting

member strut region may be substantially equidistant from the first ring member. The

first interconnecting member strut region may also be more proximal to the first ring

member than the second interconnecting member strut region and the third

interconnecting member strut region.

According to other embodiments than the exemplary embodiment, it may be

seen variations may exist. For example, it may be seen that at least one of the first

ring member and the second ring member may not be substantially circular. It may

also be seen that the at least one interconnecting member may rigidly interconnect the

first ring member and second ring member in a non-axial alignment. It is further

contemplated that other configurations of the vein frame may exist, including for

example variations having a third ring member.

The implantable vein frames as presently contemplated may be fabricated

from one or more materials chosen from for example: stainless steel, nitinol, a cobalt

alloy, titanium, tantalum, plastic. In the exemplary embodiment, the implantable vein

frame is fabricated from 316L stainless steel, with the first ring member and the

second ring member having an external diameter of from 6 mm to 20 mm.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

These and other features and advantages of the various embodiments

disclosed herein are better understood with respect to the following descriptions and

drawings, in which:

Fig. 1 is a perspective view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable

vein frame;

Fig. 2 is a side view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable vein

frame;

Fig. 3 is a top view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable vein

frame;



Fig. 4 is a front view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable vein

frame;

Fig. 5 is a perspective view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable

vein frame having a monocupsid valve contained within;

Fig. 6 is a perspective view of another embodiment of an implantable vein

frame having a bicuspid valve contained within;

Fig. 7 is a perspective view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable

vein frame having a valve contained within being implanted in a vein via a venotomy;

Fig. 8 is a top view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable vein frame

having a valve contained within following implantation within a vein;

Fig. 9 is a side view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable vein

frame having a valve contained within following implantation within a vein; and

Fig. 10 is a top view of an exemplary embodiment of an implantable vein

frame having another valve contained within following implantation via a vein

interposition graft.

Common reference numerals are used throughout the drawings and the

detailed description to indicate the same elements.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

According to various aspects of the present disclosure, an improved

implantable vein frame is contemplated, the improved implantable vein frame being

designed to be secured within or interposed between a section or sections of a vein so

as to provide structural support to implants which may be placed within the vein.

Turning now to Fig. 1, an exemplary embodiment of a vein frame 10 may be

seen. A vein frame 10 of the exemplary embodiment may comprise a first ring

member 12 and a second ring member 14, the two ring members being rigidly

interconnected by a first interconnecting member 16, a second interconnecting

member 18, and a third interconnecting member 20. The first interconnecting

member 16 may have a protruding region 22, the first interconnecting member 16

may be interconnected with the second interconnecting member 18 via a first strut

member 24, and the first interconnecting member 16 may be interconnected with the

third interconnecting member 20 via a second strut member 26. The first strut



member 24 and the second strut member 26 may be joined to the first interconnecting

member 16 at a first interconnecting member strut region 28, the first strut member 24

may interconnect with the second interconnecting member 18 at a second

interconnecting member strut region 30, and the second strut member 24 may

interconnect with the third interconnecting member 18 at a third interconnecting

member strut region 32.

The first ring member 12 and second ringer member 14 may, in the

exemplary embodiment, be circular and fully closed. However, it may be seen that in

other embodiments, the configuration of the ring members may vary, without

departing from the scope and spirit of the present disclosure. For example, it may be

desired to form the ring members in non-circular geometric configurations, such as

ovals, ellipses, hexagons, or any other shape suitable for implantation within a vein.

It may also be seen that each of the first ring member 12 and second ring member 14

may not necessarily both be configured identically, but may differ. It may further be

seen that the ring members may not necessarily be fully enclosed rings, but may be

ring-shaped so as to generally conform to and support the vein in which the vein

frame 10 may be implanted, while also including gaps or otherwise be being not

entirely fully enclosed about their circumferences, and may even comprise, for

example but without limitation, spoked or crescent configurations, so long as the

function of providing a surface for suturing and support of a valve and for attachment

and support of a vein is accomplished. It is generally contemplated in the exemplary

embodiment that the ring members are rigid and non-expandable. However, it may be

seen that in certain other embodiment, the ring members may be constructed in a

manner that is not necessarily rigid and non-expandable. For example, it may be seen

that in certain embodiment, it may be a desirable goal to avoiding excess outward

pressure on the vein so as to mitigate the likelihood of neointimal growth. While the

solution of the exemplary embodiment may be to provide a vein frame 10 with rigid,

one-piece ring members having an external diameter De less than or substantially

equal to the internal diameter of the vein frame, it may also be seen that in other

embodiments, this goal may also be achieved via utilizing modular or configurable

ring members that are assembled or otherwise restructured into a final configuration

when placed in a vein for which the external diameter De is still less than the internal



diameter of the vein, and it may further be seen that such assembling or restructuring

may or may not include an expansion.

In the exemplary embodiment, three interconnecting members rigidly

interconnect the first ring member 12 and the second ring member 14. The first

interconnecting member 16, the second interconnecting member 18, and the third

interconnecting member 20 are, in the exemplary embodiment, primarily linear shafts

with rectangular cross-sections arranged generally parallel to one another, with the

second interconnecting member 18 and the third interconnecting member 20 being in

a substantially opposed, 180° relation about the central axis between the midpoints of

the circular ring members to one another, with the first interconnecting member 16

being disposed at a substantially 90° relation about the ring members to both the

second interconnecting member 18 and the third interconnecting member 20.

However, it may be seen that in other embodiments, the number and configurations of

the one or more interconnecting member(s) may vary, without departing from the

scope and spirit of the present disclosure. For example, it may be seen that variations

may exist in which only one interconnecting member is utilized, or only two, or more

than three interconnecting members, or that the interconnecting members are not

necessarily linear or parallel shafts, or do not necessarily have rectangular cross-

sections. In certain variations, it may even be seen that the interconnecting member(s)

may comprise a mesh, lattice or even a solid annular or semi-annular wall. It may

thus be seen that the exact configuration of the interconnecting member(s) may be

substantially variable, so long as the function of serving as a scaffold for the vein,

implant, and for rigidly interconnecting the first ring member 12 and the second ring

member 14 in a spaced relation is accomplished.

In the exemplary embodiment, the first interconnecting member 16 has a

protruding region 22 that protrudes outward from the vein frame 10 at about a

midpoint between the two ring members. The protruding region 22 is, in the

exemplary embodiment, defined by a outward curve of the first interconnecting

member 16, and is sized and configured to accommodate a leaflet of a monocuspid

valve. In other embodiments, however, variations of the protruding region 22 may

exist. For example, the protruding region 22 may be located at a different location, or

there may be more than one protruding region 22 on one or more interconnecting

member, or the protruding region 22 may have a different configuration, such as



being locating more proximal to one ring member than the other, or the protruding

region may be differently sized or configured. What is important for the protruding

region 22 is that at least a portion of the protruding region 22 extends outward from

the vein frame 10. As may be seen, depending on the configurations of the ring

members and the protruding region 22 extends outside of a manifold region defined as

a frustoconical volume between and delimited by the first ring member 12 and the

second ring member 14, so that when the vein frame 10 is implanted within a vein or

has an implant placed within it, the protruding region 22 acts to sculpt either the vein

and/or the implant outwardly so as to define a sinus region spacing between them

defined by the configuration of the interconnecting member(s), the manifold region

will correspondingly differ in shape as well, though the shape will remain a

frustoconical volume, i.e., the shape that the vein will take when stretched over the

ring members.

In the exemplary embodiment, the second interconnecting member 18 and

third interconnecting member 20 are disposed in a substantially 180° relation about

the central axis to each other, and in 90° relation to the first interconnecting member

16. However, it may be seen that in other embodiments, the positioning of various of

the interconnecting members, if more than one, may vary.

In the exemplary embodiment, the interconnecting members are further rigidly

interconnected with one another by a first strut member 24 and a second strut member

26. The first strut member 24 and the second strut member 26, in the exemplary

embodiment, are both joined to the first interconnecting member 16 at a first

interconnecting member strut region 28. The first strut member 24 is joined at its

other end to the second interconnecting member 18 at a second interconnecting

member strut region 30. The second strut member 26 is joined at its other end to the

third interconnecting member 20 at a third interconnecting member strut region 32.

The second interconnecting member strut region 30 and the third interconnecting

member strut region 32 are disposed at substantially similar distances from the first

ring member 12, while the first interconnecting member strut region 28 is disposed

more near to the first ring member 12 than both of the second interconnecting member

strut region 30 and the third interconnecting member strut region 32. In the

exemplary embodiment wherein both ring members are circular, the same size, and in

axial alignment perpendicular to a central axis defined between their respective



centers,, the first strut member 24 and the second strut member 26 are both acutely

shaped in a curved configuration so that no portion of the one or more strut members

protrudes more radially distant from the central axis than the external diameters De of

the first ring member 12 and the second ring member 14, and so that no portion of the

one or more strut members intrudes more radially close to the central axis than the

internal diameters Di of the first ring member 12 and the second ring member 14.

However, it may be seen that in other embodiments than the exemplary embodiment

shown, the interconnecting members may be interconnected in other ways to one

another, or not interconnected, depending on the nature and purpose of that specific

embodiment. For example, it is to be understood that strut members may, for

example, protrude more radially inward than the internal diameters Di of various ring

members, up to and including cross-linking various interconnecting members even

through the central axis, if the embodiment has one. Such internal cross-linking may,

for example, serve to provide further internal anchoring points for a material to be

supported by the vein frame 10.

In the exemplary embodiment, the vein frame 10 and its components are cut

from a single piece of 316L stainless steel. However, it may be seen that in other

embodiments, the vein frame 10 and/or it components may be fabricated of other or

multiple materials using a variety of fabrication methods generally known in the

industry, and such components may be joined together after fabrication. For example,

according to certain embodiments, the vein frame 10 may be formed from stainless

steel, nitinol, a cobalt alloy, titanium, tantalum, plastic, or combinations thereof.

Furthermore, in the exemplary embodiment, the first ring member 12 and

second ring member 14 are formed to have an external diameter De of between 6 mm

to 20 mm. However, it may be seen that in other embodiments, the ring members

may be formed to be of other dimensions, including non-circular dimensions.

It may also be seen that in other embodiments than the exemplary one, other

configurations of a vein frame 10 and the components thereof are possible. For

example, but without limitation, a vein frame 10 may have three or more ring

members, with such three or more ring members being arranged in multiple

configurations. One such possible configuration may include a branching

configuration whereby the vein frame 10 is configured to receive an implant meant

for placement at a region of venous flow where two or more channels of venous flow



converge, or where one or more channels of venous flow diverge. It may thus be seen

that the inclusion of three or more ring members may facilitate placement of such an

implant configured for such branching regions.

Turning now to Fig. 2, in the exemplary embodiment, the ring members are

aligned and kept apart by their rigid interconnection with the interconnecting

members in a spaced relation from one another, which is understood to mean that

there is some distance L between the two rings - i.e., one ring is not enclosed within

the other.

It may also be seen in the view of Fig. 2 how the protruding region 22 extends

further outside the manifold region defined as the frustoconical volume between and

delimited by the first ring member 12 and the second ring member 14.

Turning now to Fig. 3, it may further be seen how, in the exemplary

embodiment, the first strut member 24 and the second strut member 26 (positioned

behind and in alignment with the first strut member 24) are arcuately curved such that

no portion of either strut member protrudes more outwardly distant from the central

axis than any portion of either ring member, and such that no portion of either strut

member intrudes more near to the central axis than any portion of either ring member.

Turning now to Fig. 4, it may be seen in more detail how in the exemplary

embodiments, the first ring member 12 and the second ring member 14 are both

circular and have substantially the same dimensions. Further, it may be seen how the

two ring members are disposed in axial alignment perpendicular to a central axis

defined between respective centers of the first ring member and the second ring

member, as the front view of Fig. 4 shows that the first ring member 12 superposed

over the second ring member 14. The internal diameter Di and external diameter De

of the ring members of the exemplary embodiment is also better visualized. It may

also be seen, however, that in embodiment other than the exemplary embodiments,

including embodiments in which the ring members are circular, non-circular, or

partially circular, the two ring members may not be disposed in axial alignment, but

may instead be disposed in other alignments, such as an offset non-axial parallel

alignment, a mirrored, non-axial alignment, non-parallel alignment, a non-mirrored,

non-axial, non-parallel alignment. Further, the ring members in these other

embodiments may have similar shapes but dissimilar sizes, such as circles with

dissimilar internal and external diameters.



Likewise, it may also be more easily seen by the illustration of Fig. 4 how the

protruding region 22 extends outside of the manifold region defined as the

frustoconical volume between and delimited by the first ring member 12 and the

second ring member 14. In the case of the exemplary embodiment, this frustoconical

volume is the cylinder having a length L and a diameter De. However, it may be seen

in other embodiments that the frustoconical volume may be shapes other than a

cylinder, and may not necessarily even be a circular or other conic segment, but may

also be, for example, a pyramid segment, square pyramid segment, or other geometric

volume. Likewise, it may be seen how even in embodiments with ring members that

are not fully enclosed, a frustoconical volume may still be defined.

Turning now to Fig. 5, it may be seen how an implant 34 may be contained by

and within the vein frame 10 of the exemplary embodiment. According to one

embodiment, the implant 34 is a monocuspid valve which contains a single leaflet 36,

the implant 34 being sized to be of similar length as the vein frame 10 of the

exemplary embodiment. The implant 34 may be scaffolded by the vein frame 10 by

the placement of sutures 38 through the implant 34 and around the material of the

vein frame 10. However, it may be seen that in other embodiments, the implant may

be other than a monocuspid valve that contains a single leaflet 34. Indeed, it may be

seen that the vein frame 10 as presently disclosed and contemplated, including

embodiments in addition to the exemplary embodiment, may be suitable for

scaffolding any sort of implant 34 which may be desired to be placed within a vein,

not just valve implants, and further the implant 34 may be suitable for placement

anywhere that the vein frame 10 may be placed. The implant 34 is, in the exemplary

embodiment, a porcine derived xenograph. However, may also be seen that the

implant 34 may be, for example but without limitation, an autograph, allograph, other

xenograph, an entirely artificial implant, or combinations thereof.

Turning now to Fig. 6, an alternative embodiment of a vein frame 10 is

illustrated, with this alternative embodiment having four interconnecting members at

substantially 90° relation relative to one another, with two protruding regions 22 at

two of the opposed interconnecting members, as well as four strut members. It thus

may be seen that this alternative embodiment may be preferable where it may be

desirable, for example, for the implant 34 to have or comprise a bicuspid valve, as a

vein frame 10 with two protruding regions 22 may be more suitable for



accommodating the two leaflets 34 of the bicuspid valve. It may also by the

illustrated alternative embodiment that that it may be preferable for the length of the

implant 34 to not be contained within the length L of the vein frame 10, but rather

may extend beyond the vein frame 10. Such an embodiment may be useful when, for

instance, the vein frame is configured for placement not within a vein via a venotomy,

as in the implant of the embodiment shown in Fig. 5, but rather for placement

between two portions of a vein via a vein interposition graft.

Turning now to Fig. 7, an illustration of placement of a vein frame 10 of the

exemplary embodiment having an implant 34 sutured within inside of a vein 40 via a

venotomy is shown. It may be seen how an incision 42 may be made in the vein 40,

and the vein frame 10 may be placed within. It may further be seen how the

protruding region 22 may act to support the sinus of the valve component. The vein

frame 10 may be configured to have a greater external diameter De than the general

diameter of the vein 40, or a reduced external diameter De relative to the general

diameter of the vein 40. For example, it may be seen that the when the size of the

external diameter De is relatively similar to or less than the vein 40, the pressure

exerted by the vein frame 10 on the vein 40 may be reduced relative to conventional

expandable vein frames, which may mitigate the likelihood of neointimal growth. For

such embodiments, prevention of lateral travel within the vein may be achieved by,

for example, suturing of the vein frame 10 within the vein, or other methods known in

the art. Likewise, it may be seen that in embodiments where the external diameter De

is greater than the diameter of the vein 40, the size of the vein frame alone may reduce

the susceptibility of the vein frame 10 to travel laterally within the vein 40 following

closure of the incision 42, and suturing within the vein may not be necessary. It may

be seen that the vein frame 10 may be secured within the vein 40 following closure of

the incision 42 by any known methods, not just via snugness of fit or suturing.

Turning now to Fig. 8, a top view of an exemplary embodiment of a vein

frame 10 placed within a vein 40 via a venotomy is shown. As may be seen, the vein

frame 10 may be sized to have an external diameter De that is less than, equal to, or

greater than the general internal diameter of the vein 40 in which it is placed, and as

such may or may not elastically deform the vein 40 via its placement.

Turning now to Fig. 9, a side view of the vein frame 10 of the exemplary

embodiment placed within a vein 40 via a venotomy is shown. As may be seen, the



protruding region 22 acts to support a sinus 44 via its interaction with the

corresponding valve structure.

Turning now to Fig. 10, a top view of the alternate embodiment of an implant

34 within a vein frame 10 is shown, wherein the implant 34 is sized to be longer than

the length L of the vein frame 10 in order to leave an extended region of the material

of the implant beyond the ring members of the vein frame 10. As may be seen, such

an alternate embodiment may be useful for positioning the vein frame 10 and implant

34 within the path of venous flow via a vein interposition graft, whereby the implant

34 scaffolded by the vein frame 10 is placed between two segments of a vein 40, and

secured to those two segments so that venous flow is permitted to pass therethrough.

The method of securing the implant to the vein may be any method known in the art,

such as for example, suturing.

The above description is given by way of example, and not limitation. Given

the above disclosure, one skilled in the art could devise variations that are within the

scope and spirit of the invention disclosed herein. Further, the various features of the

embodiments disclosed herein can be used alone, or in varying combinations with

each other and are not intended to be limited to the specific combination described

herein. Thus, the scope of the claims is not to be limited by the exemplary

embodiments.



WHAT IS CLAIMED IS:
1. An implantable vein frame comprising:

a first ring member;

a second ring member; and

at least one interconnecting member disposed between and rigidly

interconnecting the first ring member and second ring member in a spaced

relation;

wherein at least one of the at least one interconnecting members

defines a protruding region, at least a portion of the protruding region

extending outside of a manifold region defined as a frustoconical volume

between and delimited by the first ring member and the second ring member.

2. The implantable vein frame of Claim 1, wherein the at least one

interconnecting member rigidly interconnects the first ring member and second ring

member in axial alignment perpendicular to a central axis defined between the

respective centers of the first ring member and the second ring member.

3. The implantable vein frame of Claim 2, wherein the first ring member

and the second ring member are substantially circular, have substantially the same

internal diameter, and have substantially the same external diameter.

4. The implantable vein frame of Claim 3, comprising at least three

interconnecting members disposed between and rigidly interconnecting the first ring

member and second ring member.

5. The implantable vein frame of Claim 4, wherein a first interconnecting

member defines the protruding region, and a second interconnecting member and a

third interconnecting member are substantially linear, are disposed in substantially

parallel alignment to the central axis, have no portion that protrudes more radially

distant from the central axis than the external diameter of the first ring member and

the second ring member, and have no portion that intrudes more radially close to the

central axis than the internal diameter of the first ring member and the second ring

member.



6. The implantable vein frame of Claim 5, wherein the second

interconnecting member and the third interconnecting member are substantially

equidistant from the central axis and are disposed at a substantially 180° relation

about the central axis.

7. The implantable vein frame of Claim 6, wherein the first

interconnecting member is disposed at a substantially 90° relation about the central

axis to each of the second interconnecting member and the third interconnecting

member.

8. The implantable vein frame of Claim 4, further comprising one or

more strut members, each of the one or more strut members interconnecting two of

the at least three interconnecting members.

9. The implantable vein frame of Claim 8, wherein the one or more strut

members are arcuately shaped, such that no portion of the one or more strut members

protrudes more radially distant from the central axis than the external diameter of the

first ring member and the second ring member, and no portion of the one or more strut

members intrudes more radially close to the central axis than the internal diameter of

the first ring member and the second ring member.

10. The implantable vein frame of Claim 8, wherein each of the one or

more strut members interconnects with one of the at least three interconnecting

members at a first interconnection region and interconnects with another of the at

least three interconnecting members at a second interconnection region, the first and

second interconnection regions being disposed non-equidistantly from the first ring

member.

11. The implantable vein frame of Claim 7, further comprising a first strut

member interconnecting the first interconnecting member and second interconnecting

member, and a second strut member interconnecting the first interconnecting member

and the third interconnecting member, each of the first and second strut members



being arcuately shaped, such that no portion of the first and second strut members

protrudes more radially distant from the central axis than the external diameter of the

first ring member and the second ring member, and no portion of the one or more strut

members intrudes more radially close to the central axis than the internal diameter of

the first ring member and the second ring member.

1 . The implantable vein frame of Claim 11, wherein the first strut

member and the second strut member both interconnect with the first interconnecting

member at a first interconnecting member strut region, the first strut member

interconnects with the second interconnecting member at a second interconnecting

member strut region, and wherein the second strut member interconnects with the

third interconnecting member at a third interconnecting member strut region.

13. The implantable vein frame of Claim 12, wherein the second

interconnecting member strut region and the third interconnecting member strut

region are substantially equidistant from the first ring member.

14. The implantable vein frame of Claim 12, wherein the first

interconnecting member strut region is more proximal to the first ring member than

the second interconnecting member strut region and the third interconnecting member

strut region.

15. The implantable vein frame of Claim 1, wherein at least one of the first

ring member and the second ring member are not substantially circular.

16. The implantable vein frame of Claim 1, wherein the at least one

interconnecting member rigidly interconnects the first ring member and second ring

member in non-axial alignment.

17. The implantable vein frame of Claim 1, wherein the vein frame is

fabricated from one or more or more materials chosen from: stainless steel, nitinol, a

cobalt alloy, titanium, tantalum, plastic.



18. The implantable vein frame of Claim 17, wherein the vein frame is

fabricated from 316L stainless steel.

19. The implantable vein frame of Claim 1, further comprising a third ring

member.

20. The implantable vein frame of Claim 3, wherein the first ring member

and second ring member have an external diameter of from 6 mm to 20 mm.
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